
Size
21½“ [54.5 cm] circumference.  7“ [18 cm] tall.

Materials
Schachenmayr original Boston, 1 ball [50g] each of 
#00132 burgundy, #00122 neon orange, #00136 neon pink.
US K-10½ [6.5 mm] crochet hook, or size to obtain gauge.
Removable markers.  Tapestry needle.

Gauge
13 stitches and 16 rows = 4“ [10cm] in slip stitch using US 
K-10½ [6.5 mm] crochet hook

Notes 
This hat is worked flat in short round sections, seamed, 
gathered at the top, then bottom edge added. All slip stit-
ches are worked into the front (topmost) loop only. Each 
new section is “offset” by beginning with a chain-2 before 
joining to the work, and leaving the last two stitches of the 
previous section unworked.

INSTRUCTIONS
Beginning Section
Foundation Row: With burgundy, chain 23.
Row 1: Slip stitch in the 2nd chain from hook, then in each 
of the next 15 chains, turn - 16 stitches.
Row 2: Chain 1, slip stitch in the first stitch, then in each of 
the next 15 stitches, turn.
Row 3: Chain 1, slip stitch in the first stitch, then in each 
of the next 15 stitches, slip stitch in the 6 unworked 
chains. Place marker in the last stitch, fasten off, turn - 22 
stitches.
Additional Sections
Working Rows 1 – 4 in each color, work colors in this 
sequence: *neon orange, burgundy, neon pink, burgundy; 
repeat from * 2 more times, then work neon orange, 
burgundy, neon pink.
Row 1: With new color, make a slip knot and place it on 
hook, chain 2, slip stitch in the marked stitch of the last 
section, slip stitch in each of the next 19 stitches, turn - 22 
stitches, including the 2 chains before joining.
Rows 2 and 3: Chain 1, slip stitch in the first stitch, then in 
each of the next 15 stitches, turn.
Row 4: Chain 1, slip stitch in the first stitch, then in each of 
the next 15 stitches, slip stitch in the 6 unworked stitches 
from Row 1. Place marker in the last stitch, fasten off turn 
- 22 stitches.
Repeat Rows 1 – 4 following the color sequence until 16 
sections have been completed, including the first section. 

Sew the top of the last section to the foundation chain 
by overlapping the last round over the foundation chain 
and sew using back stitch in the same color.

Thread a piece of burgundy in tapestry needle. With 
yarn doubled and the right side facing, run the needle 
under 2 loops at the top point of each section around. 
Pull tight to close top and fasten off securely on the 
wrong side.

Edge
Round 1: With US K-10½ [6.5 mm] crochet hook and 
burgundy, join yarn to the last unworked stitch of 
any color section at the lower edge, single crochet in 
the same stitch, *chain 2, single crochet in the last 
unworked stitch of the next section; repeat from * 
14 more times, chain 2, slip stitch to the first single 
crochet, do not turn – 16 stitches and 32 chains.
Round 2: Chain 2, half double crochet in each stitch 
and chain around, join with a slip stitch in the first half 
double crochet - 48 stitches. Fasten off.

Finishing
Weave in ends. Block to measurements.
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